Teacher Name:

Swanson and Williams

Teacher’s School(s): AC Flora HS

No Internet Lesson
Art 2: Interesting Object Drawing
Grades: 9-12
Day 1
Standards

VA.CR.AL.1: I can create, refine, and communicate ideas based on the elements
and principles of design and other compositional strategies and structures.
VA.R.AL.5.1: I can examine the symbols, subject, and media in artwork to infer
the meaning.
VA.CR.AL.2: I can choose from a range of materials, techniques and processes
to communicate an idea.

Learning
Targets/I Can
Statements

I can find views of ordinary objects that make the object look more unique.
I can draw a unique still life drawing of at least one ordinary object using a
unique angle or point of view.

Essential
Question(s)
Resources
Learning
Activities or
Experiences

How does the view point change an object? How do you draw an object from
observation?
 See below.
Prior Knowledge-5 minutes
Journal about your experiences with drawing from objects, not from pictures.
What makes drawing from something in front of you challenging? Why is
drawing from a picture easier?
Exploring the content-10 minutes
1. Take a look around you. Write down a list of all the small objects that
are currently in your environment.
2. Pick up at least 5 of those objects. Examine them. Look at them from
all different views. Are there different angles that completely change
the object into an abstract form?
Extended Learning-30-40 minutes
1. Choose your favorite object and draw it from your favorite unique view.
Be sure to include all the values and textures of the object.

Teacher Name:

Swanson and Williams

Teacher’s School(s): AC Flora HS

No Internet Lesson
Art 2: Product Re-Design
Grades: 9-12
Day 2
Standards

VA.CR.AL.1: I can create, refine, and communicate ideas based on the elements
and principles of design and other compositional strategies and structures.
VA.R.AL.5.1: I can examine the symbols, subject, and media in artwork to infer
the meaning.
VA.CR.AL.2: I can choose from a range of materials, techniques and processes
to communicate an idea.

Learning
Targets/I Can
Statements
Essential
Question(s)
Resources
Learning
Activities or
Experiences

I can re-design a product to be more aesthetically pleasing.

How does the design of a product impact its appeal?
 Commercial products found in the home
Prior Knowledge-5 minutes
Write down a list of all the commercial “products” you can see from where you
are currently in your house.
Find a product that you use all the time. Write down everything about its
appearance. Use all your senses in the description (sight, touch, sound, smell,
and taste).
Exploring the content-20 minutes
3. Find a product that you use all the time. Write down everything about
its appearance. Use all your senses in the description (sight, touch,
sound, smell, and taste).
4. Draw a sketch of your product. Try to include everything you can see
on the product.
Extended Learning-30-40 minutes
2. Re-design your product by drawing the product with a new design. Try
giving it a new font and logo. What new imagery can be added to help
the appeal of your product? What information needs to be included in
the product design?

Teacher Name: Swanson and Williams
No Internet Lesson
Art 2: Product Re-Design
Grades: 9-12

Teacher’s School(s): AC Flora HS

Day 3

-Standards
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VA.CR.AL.1: I can create, refine, and communicate ideas based on the elements
and principles of design and other compositional strategies and structures.
VA.R.AL.5.1: I can examine the symbols, subject, and media in artwork to infer
the meaning.
VA.R .AL.5.2: I can examine and explain the impact of the artist's compositional
choices on the message of the artwork.
VA.C.AL.6: I can analyze the function and meaning of artworks from various
cultures and time periods.
VA.CR.AL.2: I can choose from a range of materials, techniques and processes
to communicate an idea.

Learning
Targets/I Can
Statements
Essential
Question(s)
Resources

I can identify the major aspects of Surrealism art.
I can create my own Surrealism art using my own dreams.

Learning
Activities or
Experiences

Prior Knowledge-5 minutes
Write about a dream that you have had in the past. It can be a recent dream,
one you had a while ago or a recurring dream.

What is Surrealism?
Scholastic Art: Surrealism: Where Dreams Meet Reality
The next pages are the Resources for Day 3 Lesson.

Exploring the content-20-30 minutes
1. Read the Surrealism: Where Dreams Meet Reality article.
Extended Learning-40-50 minutes
1. Create your own Surrealism composition of your dream using the
materials you have available to you.

Teacher Name:

Swanson &Williams

Teacher’s School(s): AC Flora HS

No Internet Lesson
Art 2: En Plein Air Drawings
Grades: 9-12
Day 4
Standards

VA.CR.AL.1: I can create, refine, and communicate ideas based on the elements
and principles of design and other compositional strategies and structures.
VA.R.AL.5.1: I can examine the symbols, subject, and media in artwork to infer
the meaning.
VA.R .AL.5.2: I can examine and explain the impact of the artist’s compositional
choices on the message of the artwork.
VA.C.AL.6: I can analyze the function and meaning of artworks from various
cultures and time periods.
VA.CR.AL.2: I can choose from a range of materials, techniques and processes
to communicate an idea.

Learning
Targets/I Can
Statements
Essential
Question(s)
Resources
Learning
Activities or
Experiences

I can define “En Plein Air”.
I can create a drawing “En Plein Air” using the materials I have available to me.
What is “En Plein Air”?
En Plein Air Article by Phil Davies
Prior Knowledge-5 minutes
When was the last time you went outside and truly examined your
surroundings? What is a memory from childhood that you remember? What
sights, sounds, and smells surrounded you?
Exploring the content-10 minutes
5. Read the En Plein Air article by Phil Davies.
Extended Learning-40-50 minutes
3. Grab your sketchbook or a piece of paper and a hard surface to draw on
and a pencil (or any other drawing materials you have and would like to
use).
4. Go outside. Find a location that you like and feel comfortable being in
for a while. Sit down, look around. What do you see, hear, and smell?
5. Draw at least one view from where you are located in your sketchbook.
What details should you include? What details should you leave out?
You are the artist so you get to decide.

What is En Plein Air Drawing or Painting?
Plein air painting is about leaving the four walls of your studio behind and experiencing
painting and drawing in the landscape. The practice goes back for centuries but was
truly made into an art form by the French Impressionists.

6 Tips For Sketching En Plein Air
By Phil Davies on 13th September, 2019
There are few things more pleasurable than sitting quietly in nature, looking at a view
with a paint box in your lap and your favorite brushes or pencils in hand. It really
gets you soaking up the atmosphere and there's no better way to charge your
senses!
It is also excellent practice and discipline. Being on location, with the sun, the
clouds, the wind and rain force you to use all your powers of observation and to be in
the moment.

Your sketchbooks, and the moments you capture can be a great source of in spiration
for future paintings or simply a reminder of the places you've visited.

Tip #1 - Equipment to Choose

When painting en plein air, make sure to take only the bare essentials with you.
Carrying too much will put you off before you’ve even started.

Tip #2 - Use a Viewfinder

Your chosen view is perhaps your most important decision! And it's not always easy
when you’re faced with a big expansive landscape or a bustling townscape with lots
of nice architecture and buildings.
A viewfinder can be very useful - it will help you select a good composition and
frame your subject. You can easily make one yourself from a small piece of card with
a rectangular hole cut in the middle (mine also has a sheet of acetate taped to it with
a grid a third of the way along each edge of the aperture).
Here's a quick two-minute video for making your own:

viewfinder_1.jpg

Image courtesy of Ken Bromley Art Supplies

Once you’ve found a spot, don’t be too picky with your subject. Very often, what
appears to be quite a mundane scene can look really captivating as a sketch. After
all, pein air and urban sketching are about capturing and beautifying the everyday not about finding the eighth wonder of the world!
Decide which format is best: landscape, portrait or square. Doing a few thumbnail
sketches is never a waste of time and will help you work out your priorities, what to
leave in or take out, and the all-important centre of interest.
Tip #3 - Choose A Focal Point

Your goal is to try and capture the mood and atmosphere of the place rather than
every little detail.
Start by choosing your focal point. Which area do you want to draw a viewer's
attention to most? It could be a building in a landscape, or a tree, or a group of trees,
or an expanse of water for example. In a townscape, it could be a doorway, or an
entire building, a or a group of people or a single person.

It helps to set your focal point off centre, or use the rule of thirds to place it. This is
where your viewfinder comes in handy and a few very rough and ready thumbnail
sketches if you're not sure.
Once you know your focal point, you can spend a bit more time on that area and not
worry so much about the surrounding areas.

Tip #4 - Focus on Tones Not Colors

If you're going to add color to your sketches (such as a pen and ink wash) don't
stress over exact color mixes - you haven't got the time and it's unnecessary.
Instead, concentrate on the tones or values (the lights and darks) you see. Take
more time over these because they will add depth and form to your sketches.
It can be tricky to see values outdoors so use the "squinting technique", which you
defocus your eyes and remove a lot of the details in front of you.
A limited palette will help you avoid obsessing over colors. You could just maybe just
three or four colors for any one scene. Or you could even just one color and create a
monochrome sketch. This will force you to focus on tones to differentiate the
different areas of the scene.

And if you want to simplify things even further, stick to just three or four tones - so a
very dark tone for the darkest shadows, a dark tone for less strong shadows, a mid tone and a light tone (plus the white of the paper for highlights).
Remember to use stronger tonal changes (stronger darks against stronger lights)
around your center of interest or focal point, to help catch the viewer's eye.
With a bit of practice, you’ll soon train your eye to see tones and values correctly!

Tip #5 - Sketching People

It’s great fun to sketch people. Try it when you’re next sitting in a café or a bench.
The aim is to capture a little of their character rather than a full portrait - they won’t
sit still for long enough for you to do anything more than a quick sketch, so don’t
worry about making really considered drawings.
Study what you see for a moment, commit it to memory and then put it down on
paper quickly.
Focus on big shapes (the head, the torso, the limbs) and the proportions of those big
shapes. Don't worry about trying to capture a likeness - your aim is to sketch
someone that looks in reasonable proportion, with a believable impression of facial
features (if they're closer up).
It’s not easy so don't be hard on yourself!

It really helps if you have a basic understanding of figure drawing and you practice a
bit at home. Once you can confidently draw a well-proportioned figure from reference
photos, it will be much easy to do en plein air.
Tip #6 - Work Quickly & Take a Camera

You need to work quickly when sketching or painting outdoors because the
environment won't stay the same for long.
On the one hand this can feel a bit stressful, but if you can learn to let go of the need
to capture everything exactly as it is, that tension will soon disappear.
Remember, your sketches are a reference for a future painting where you DO have
more time and less pressure. So aim to get down the bones of what’s in front of you
with the intent of working up the sketch later, at home or in your studio (if you want
to).
Aside from people moving about a lot in an urban scene, one of the trickiest
challenges is the ever-changing light...
Don’t chase the light and shadows or attempt to change them halfway through your
painting. Make a quick decision when it's time to put them in and stick to it. I paint all
of my shadows in at the same time to keep them consistent. Even then, you'll often
need to work from memory but that's fine - it's all good practice!
Taking a camera with you is always a good idea. If you don’t have time to finish the
sketch on location, you can use your photos to finish them at home. Or take a photo
at the start of the sketch or at a point that you really want to capture (like a group of
people that you don't think you'll have time to draw with your pencil).
Make notes by the side of your sketches too. Write which direction the light was
coming from, notes about color and tone, and what materials you used. In fact, just
jot down anything that will help at a later date.
If you do what to turn one of your sketches into a more detailed piece of art, I would
advise doing that fairly soon, whilst your memory is still fresh.
Your sketches serve not only as reference material but as a journal for the places
you explore and experiences you have. Even though they're less detailed than
photographs, the process of committing a sketch to paper will make it a much richer
image in your mind.
Get used to taking a sketchbook with you wherever you go and you’ll have endless
inspiration and a beautiful diary to look back on!

Teacher Name:

Swanson and Williams

Teacher’s School(s): AC Flora HS

Art 2: Cartooning with Sirron Norris
Grades: 9-12
Day 5
Standards

VA.CR.AL.1: I can create, refine, and communicate ideas based on the elements
and principles of design and other compositional strategies and structures.
VA.R.AL.5.1: I can examine the symbols, subject, and media in artwork to infer
the meaning.
VA.R .AL.5.2: I can examine and explain the impact of the artist’s compositional
choices on the message of the artwork.
VA.C.AL.6: I can analyze the function and meaning of artworks from various
cultures and time periods.

Learning
Targets/I Can
Statements
Essential
Question(s)
Resources

I can identify the work of Sirron Norris.
I can design my own character in three different views (front, ¾, ¾ up).
I can create a drawing that illustrates my character in a unique setting.
What is cartooning? How can you keep the integrity of a character in different
positions?




Learning
Activities or
Experiences

https://scetv.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/7b13f074-cf86-4a86a771-5a76f2c8ef8c/in-the-studio-with-sirron-norris/
https://scetv.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/7b13f074-cf86-4a86a771-5a76f2c8ef8c/in-the-studio-with-sirron-norris/
http://www.sirronnorris.com/

Prior Knowledge-5 minutes
Journal about your experiences with drawing cartoons. Did you draw an
existing cartoon first? Or did you make up your own cartoon? Explain your
process.
Exploring the content-10-20 minutes
6. View the 2 PBS learning videos about cartooning with Sirron Norris.
7. View artwork on and read about Sirron Norris on his website:
www.sirronnorris.com.
Extended Learning-30-40 minutes
6. On a piece of paper, design your own character face, illustrating the 3
different views Norris illustrated in his video (frontal, ¾ view, ¾ view
facing up). Give your face a body as well.
7. On a separate piece of paper, draw your character in a unique setting.

